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Our Mission:
We are a full service communications design company specializing in graphics,
marketing, digital printing and mail services housed in one location. Partnering
with medium to large clients interested in expanding their market share or
refreshing their current efforts, our diversified portfolio of solutions supports our
clients in achieving their goals.

We want to hear from you!
Our gam/mag is full of interesting and short articles focusing on recent news,
effectiveness in the workplace and healthy living but gam also wants to showcase
your company and its services. We invite you to send us an article about you or
your services to be considered for inclusion in our next gam/mag. This could focus
on something new and exciting about your company or a summary article telling
us all about you that we can share with the gam family. As you continue to get
to know us better, gam will get to know you better. Submit your article today to
info@gamweregood.com.
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BUSINESS NEWS

The new quality sought in offices:
followership

“To keep the body
in good health is a
duty . . . otherwise
we shall not be able
to keep our mind
strong and clear.”
Buddha

I

n the workplace, we have plenty of people
aspiring to be leaders. What we want now is
people who can follow.

“some employers ask them not to use that
f-word. They want it called something else”

That doesn’t mean looking for a person
with no opinions, who is a doormat or a
docile person. It means taking responsibility
for sharing goals with the boss, being a selfstarter, and being willing to tell leaders the
awkward truth when they mess up.
But when consultants want to hold
corporate-training sessions in followership,
some employers ask them not to use that
f-word. They want it called something else,
like leadership support.
People who see themselves as leaders
often have problems working with others. A
person who is adventurous and assertive by
nature can be hard to work with . . . if he’s
not the boss.
Consultants Mark and Samantha Hurwitz
are authors of “Leadership is Half the Story.”
When the adventurous and assertive man
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read their book, he realized that sometimes he
needs to back off and let other people lead. As
a board member of a nonprofit organization
where he volunteers as an instructor, he tried
supporting more of his fellow board member’s
ideas. Board meetings went more smoothly
after that.
Following well doesn’t mean giving up all
agency or supporting all of the boss’s ideas.
Skilled followers are self-starters who think
independently, notice and solve problems.

Grueling layover?
Buy yourself a lounge pass

The cushy airline lounges usually are
a free perk to high fliers. Free drinks,
food, lovely chairs – everything you
need for that long layover. You really
don’t have to fly 100,000 miles a year
to get in. Just pony up about $50 for
a day pass. Remember that the best
lounges are in the biggest airports and
the lounges sometimes restrict the time
you can spend there. For more info, see
independenttraveler.com.

BUSINESS NEWS

Western movies make
their comeback to the
big screen

Are you charging enough for your
product or service?

O

ne of the biggest mistakes small business owners
make is not charging enough for what they sell.
Too many entrepreneurs use simple math to
figure out how much to charge for their product
or service. They decide to compete on price by
charging as little as they can get away with and still
pay their bills. They think that offering the cheapest
price will win them more customers.

THE REVENANT

That’s not a sustainable strategy for the long
run. It’s basically telling customers that there’s
nothing special about what you’re selling.
Article contributed by Lois
Kirkpatrick, Marketing and
It’s better to figure out how much your ideal
Communications Manager,
customer would pay for the specific benefit you
Loudoun Economic Development.
sell. For example, if your product saves time,
think about how much your ideal customer would pay for more free time. He
or she might pay 10 times what you’re charging just to have more R&R.
You could also set your price to match – or exceed – your customers’
discretionary spending. Let’s say research shows that your clients strive to do
more, be more and have more. They’re reaching up. Making your service more
expensive than its competition sends the message that it’s higher quality and
more valuable. If you make your service feel like an achievement, achievers
will pay more for it.
Just remember that if you do charge more, everything about your business has
to support the message about your product’s quality. That means your packaging,
your website, your office space, and even your business cards have to look as
upscale as what your price implies. Work with experienced designers and other
professionals who will help make the price you charge look justified.
And be willing to pay more for their service.
Loudoun Economic Development wants Loudoun companies to grow and
prosper in the new year. Let us help you with business formation, location and
expansion. Call us today 1-(800)-LOUDOUN.

CEOs without a desk

When your laptop is your desk and your mobile is your work phone,
do you really need a corner office? Some CEOs say no and hence the
new trend of the wandering boss. At the San Francisco headquarters
of Indiegogo, each of its 130 employees has a desk. Slava Rubin, the
CEO, isn’t one of them. “I want to show I’m available. I love to pop into
discussions and hear that unfiltered information,” Rubin says. According
to Fortune.com, he has walking meetings and uses his iPhone to delegate
tasks and stay engaged. Some top execs work alongside rank-and-file
employees in open-plan offices. Scott Heiferman, CEO of Meetup.com
doesn’t have a desk. Nor does HubSpot co-founder and COO JD Sherman.

Leonardo DiCaprio, Tom Hardy, Will
Poulter and Domhnall Gleeson. Reviewer
Todd McCarthy
says it pushes
brutal realism and
visual poetry to the
edges of what one
finds in American
filmmaking. DiCaprio
is amazing.

THE HATEFUL EIGHT
The American
Western-mystery film
written and directed
by Quentin Tarantino
stars Samuel L.
Jackson, Kurt Russell,
Jennifer Jason Leigh
and Walton Goggins.
Eight strangers seek
refuge from a blizzard
in a stagecoach
stopover sometime
after the American
Civil War.

DIABLO
Starring Walton Goggins (the villain) and
Scott Eastwood, it’s a thriller that follows
a Civil War veteran, who has to rescue his
kidnapped wife from bandits. It shows
PTSD in Civil War soldiers. Goggins says
Westerns, by their nature, live outside the
confines of law and order.

BONE TOMAHAWK
You don’t usually hear the words
“western” and “horror” spoken together,
but in this movie Richard Jenkins and
Kurt Russell face down cannibal cave
dwellers. Be ready to be scared and
shocked.
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BUSINESS NEWS

How many work perks can your
marriage stand?

“An entire sea of
water can’t sink a
ship unless it gets
inside the ship.
Similarly, the
negativity of the
world can’t put
you down unless
you allow it to get
inside you.”
Goi Nasu,
author of
inspirtional quotes

T

he unintended consequence of all the free
meals, happy hours and activities that
employers provide can mean employees’
social life may revolve around work.
The Wall Street Journal’s work/life
consultant, Sue Shellenbarger, says that’s
tough on romantic partners. Some workers
bring partners to company events and
introduce them to their co-workers. Partners
might like a few such outings, but rarely enjoy
the constant work talk. Partners may even
be seen by others as interfering during these
work-related functions.
The resulting tensions on marriages and
relationships can be more difficult to resolve
than disputes over long work hours.
About 21 percent of employers offer
on-site fitness centers, 22 percent provide
drinks and snacks, and 48 percent offer
community-service volunteer programs,
according to a survey by the Society for
Human Resource Managers.
In her work as a career coach, Shellenbarger
advises clients to pay attention to the impact
of job-related social programs on spouses and
partners. She advises turning down events
that risk damaging off-work bonds.
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Stay-at-home moms and spouses who
work from home, can become jealous of
the constant social life involved with their
spouse’s work. After all, the at-home spouse
might be dying to get out of the house.

Dealing with huge drug bills

While employers are paying a lightweight half percent increase in medical
costs annually, pharmacy costs are rising
to nearly 10 percent a year, according
to benefits consultant Aon Hewitt.The
inflation in pharmaceuticals threatens
to overwhelm insurance plans, forcing
higher co-pays and greater reliance on
generic drugs. Insurance companies are
increasingly asking doctors to get preapproval for expensive drugs. Some
cancer drugs cost as much as $13,500
per month. The drugs cost so much that
employers feel they must know if patients
are taking the entire amount. Some splitfill programs authorize only two weeks
of a drug. A nurse then interviews the
patient to make sure he or she has not
stopped taking the drug.

BUSINESS NEWS

Begin to cultivate your
motivation

P

ersonal Development
Trainer Sid Savara gives
you these seven proven
tips on how to get motivated.
He says, “Today is the
day. It’s time to make the
most out of your life, and
that means, it’s time to get
motivated.” Break out of
your motivational funk.

NUMBER 7. Find your

mantra. It doesn’t have to
be long, it just needs to get you excited. It’s those few
words that remind you what matters to you and get
you to take action. Like this: “I am the master of my
own destiny;” “I can accept failure but I can’t accept not
trying.” (Michael Jordan); “Value your time.”

NUMBER 6. Remember your peak moments. These times
of triumph remind you of who you are. They’re the
times you felt you were at the top of your game, the
times when you felt most fulfilled, most stretched and
most present. Use those moments to fuel motivation.

NUMBER 5. Get Active. When you don’t exercise, not only

will your fitness suffer but your other goals suffer as
well. Take a break. Run, walk or stretch for half an hour.
You’ll come back refreshed and ready to work.

NUMBER 4. Motivate yourself daily. Motivation builds

upon itself. Lack of motivation is Number 5 of the 7
reasons people fail.

NUMBER 3. Remember that this moment is precious.

Remind yourself that if you waste this opportunity, you
may never get another. Each moment of your life is
important now, so feel the motivation build inside you.

NUMBER 2. Don’t let the slump start. It’s the little things

that lead to a motivational slump. It’s skipping one
workout to hang out with friends, then two. Don’t fall
into that trap. When you see yourself falling into the
same old routines, take action right away, no matter
how small the victory, and use that momentum for
further progress.

NUMBER 1. Get off the “failure treadmill.” No Motivation
= Fail. Lack of motivation is Number 5 of the 7 reasons
people fail. Start by getting some small wins – so you
can feel the benefits of taking action in your life.

Book Review:

Here’s how to deal with
imperfections, gain resilience
Berne Brown, author of “I Thought It Was Just Me,”
again urges us to expose and expel our insecurities in order
to have the most fulfilling life possible.
The point is to embrace life and oneself with all of its
imperfections, releasing the stress
of overdoing and overworking.
Brown offers exercises for readers
to plumb their own emotions
and begin to develop the kind of
resilience needed to stand up to
unrealistic expectations of others
and ourselves.
“Gifts of Imperfection,” her
latest guidebook , is on the
journey to wholehearted living,
which she defines as containing
courage, compassion, boundaries,
and connection. She has defined 10 guideposts for personal
introspection, which involve cultivating some positive
qualities, such as authenticity, self-compassion, a resilient
spirit, intuition, meaningful work, and a sense of humor.
Each guidepost is the focus of a chapter that contains
illustrative stories, definitions, and quotes from such
sources as Diane Ackerman and e.e. cummings, plus
helpful suggestions. This book’s primary value may be in
spurring thought and providing references to other authors
that will provide inspiration for those seeking a more
meaningful life.
A human-behavior researcher, Brown emphasizes that
above all other ingredients of living an emotionally healthy
life is the importance of loving ourselves. During what she
took to be a midlife crisis, Brown came to understand she
was experiencing a “spiritual awakening” and worked to
explore its significance and the interaction of knowing and
understanding oneself.
She includes clinical observations on the work of living a
“wholehearted” life, or “engaging in our lives from a place
of worthiness.”
“The Gifts of Imperfection: Let Go of Who You Think
You’re Supposed to Be and Embrace Who You Are”
by Berne Brown, Hazelton, (Amazon’s #1 best seller in
“Spiritual Help”) $8.66 in paperback.
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YOUR FINANCES

Using your phone changes
how you handle your money

“If you are depressed,
you are living in
the past. If you are
anxious, you are
living in the future.
If you are at peace,
you are living in the
present.”
Lao Tzu,
philosopher and poet
of ancient China

Y

ou can blame the speed and seeming
simplicity of technology for some poor
buying decisions, says Shlomo Benartzi, a
UCLA behavioral economist. Benartzi author
of “The Smarter Screen,” studied using mobile
phones to buy. Some of his key findings:

Smartphones can make you less smart. In

financial literacy, people scored significantly
worse when using mobile phones vs. pen and
paper. They acted faster in front of screens
and relied on instinctive responses that
were often incorrect. Screens made them
impulsive. Research suggests that important
financial transactions, like taking money
out of your 401(k), should probably not be
initiated on a smartphone.

Screens heighten market losses. A 2013 study

by Caltech shows that screen users were more
likely to buy into a bubble. It also happens in
reverse, when bubbles collapse, investors using
tech were more likely to panic and take a loss.

With market moves triggering alerts on
smartphones worldwide, the next market
plunge could be led by a social media panic,
Benartzi warns. But the right on-screen data at
just the right time can help.
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Writing in money.com, Benartzi and USC
assistant professor Yaron Levi recently studied
how one mobile app influenced spending
habits. Those using the app, which tracked
spending and illustrated the impact on the
user’s budget and future net worth, decreased
their monthly expenditures by nearly 16
percent. It encouraged them to reduce
discretional spending.
The app is an example of how “just in time”
information can activate users’ self-control.
They got information at the point where it
could influence them.

Great $10 bottles of wine

Howard W. Hewitt of Grape Sense says his
column educates consumers on wine quality.
He reports that people who want a great
wine for $10 have several good choices. He
cautions you not to pick a wine by its cute
label or interesting name. His favorites in this
category are Robert Mondavi Central Coast
and Menage a Trois. Other good $10 wines
include Bogle, Blackstone, Mark West,
Mirrasou and Clos de Bois.

YOUR FINANCES

Upcoming income tax changes to
plan ahead for in 2016

B

y learning about tax changes early in 2016, you’ll
have more time to plan for them. Here are nine
changes, according to the IRS and USAToday.
1. Income taxes for 2015 are due on April 18
because Friday, April 15 is the Emancipation
Day holiday in Washington, D.C.
2. Penalties for not having qualified Affordable
Care Act health insurance in 2016 are $695
per adult, 2.5 percent of income for children or
a family maximum of $2,085.
3. Tax brackets rise by 0.4 percent, adjusted for
inflation.
4. Standard deductions for heads of households rise, including single,
married filing jointly, and married filing separately. The deduction rises by
$50 to $9,300 in 2016.
5. Personal exemptions rise by $50 to $4,050 for this year.
6. Contribution limits for health savings accounts rise by $100 per family
to $6,750, and an additional $1,000 for those 55 or older. Individual
contribution limits remain the same at $3,350.
7. E
 arned Income Credit is rising. The maximum allowable Earned
Income Credit for families with three or more children rises to $6,269, up
by $27 in 2016. With two children, the maximum rises by $24. And one
child families get $14 more than in 2015.
8. The exemption from alternative minimum tax rises for single taxpayers by
$300 in 2016 to $53,900. Joint filers see a $500 boost to $83,800 this year.
9.The estate tax exemption rises to $5.45 million, up $20,000 for the estates
of those who pass away in 2016.
Contributions to 401(k) plans, IRAs, and flexible spending arrangements are
all staying the same as they were for 2015.

Average gas mileage is better than ever

In spite of consumers affection for SUVs and pickups, the average
fuel economy for new vehicles is still improving, according to the
Environmental Protection Agency. Vehicles in the 2015 model year
were expected to average 24.7 miles per gallon, an improvement over 24.3
mpg in 2014. Average fuel economy is at a record high, the EPA says. The
auto industry is taking advantage of incentives and trying to get ahead of
stiffening fuel-economy requirements aimed at reducing greenhouse gases,
says Christopher Grundler, Director of the EPA’s Office of Transportation
and Air Quality. Reductions in CO2 emissions, which are tied to how
much fuel an engine burns, have outperformed the standard for the third
consecutive year. Some automakers are getting way ahead. Ford’s F150
pickup, the nation’s best-selling vehicle, meets the 2019 standard in 15 of
its 32 different versions.

Forget free upgrades:
Airlines auctioning off
expensive empty seats
More than 30 airlines around
the world now hold auctions to sell
upgrades to first class or business class.
Some even auction off the chance to
have an empty seat beside you in coach.
Airlines know
who their frequent
travelers are and
which ones pay for the
most expensive seats.
Those very elite fliers
have typically had the
right to upgrade using
cash or miles. Many
times they qualified
for free upgrades. That
left a slim chance for
a lower-level business
flier ever to luck into
an upgrade but it also
left the airline giving
away revenue.
That may be
changing as airlines
experiment with auctions, giving people
a chance at upgraded seats for less
money. Mobile app Seatboost.com, offers
passengers an auction right at the gate.
Passengers on the flight bid against each
other via the app to win the upgrade.
Virgin America uses SeatBoost auctions
at the gate an hour before boarding on
Las Vegas flights. Bidding starts at $10,
$30 or $50, depending on the length of
the flight and whether passengers are also
bidding on extra leg-room seats in coach
or a first-class seat.
Meanwhile Virgin Airlines and many
others use Plusgrade to offer passengers
a path to an upgrade 72 hours before a
flight. This works right from the airline
website.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

You can now take those dreaded
sit-ups out of your exercise routine

“You must gain
control over your
money, or the lack
of it will forever
control you.”
Dave Ramsey,
American financial
author

I

f you don’t mind calisthenics but hate situps, there’s good news for you. Exercise and
military experts are taking sit-ups off their
routines in order to prevent back injuries.
A recent editorial in Navy Times called for
banishing the sit-up from physical readiness
tests sailors must pass every year. The editors
call it “an outdated exercise today viewed as a
key cause of lower back injuries.
Sit-ups can put hundreds of pounds of
compressive force on the spine, according
to the Spine Biomechanics Department

Cancer Society updates
mammogram guidelines

The American Cancer Society provides
these guidelines for women at average
risk: Ages 40 to 44: Annual mammograms
are now optional. Ages 45 to 54: Women
should start annual mammography at
age 45. Ages 55 and older: They can
transition to having mammograms every
other year, though they may choose to
continue annual screening. Cancers
grow slowly and are less aggressive in
postmenopausal women.
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at Canada’s University of Waterloo. Those
compressive forces combined with repeated
flexing motions can squeeze the discs in the
spine. It eventually causes discs to bulge,
pressing on nerves and causing back pain,
potentially leading to disc herniation.
Instead of sit-ups, they recommend
exercises with a modified curl-up with
hands placed underneath the low back and
shoulders barely leaving the ground. The
injury risk with modified sit-ups depends
on the exact motion and on an individual’s
physical limitations. Some fitness instructors
have ditched even modified sit-ups.
One move, called the plank pose has
expanded beyond yoga classes and is used
widely in physical training in place of sit-ups.
Lying on the side with the body held straight
from heel to shoulder, it is performed with a
forearm on the ground as a person moves up
and down.
The plank uses muscles on the front, side
and back of your midsection or core, while a
sit-up requires just a few muscles, expert say.
The Navy and Marines are revising the
elements of their fitness tests in order to make
them more effective.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Isn’t it about time to re-think your
after-work routine?

Author says trauma
can change lives . . .
for the better

I

f you get home stressed from traffic,
annoyed by the boss and generally cranky
and worn out, it’s time to spend some time
in a transporter buffer. That is the space
between here and there that is crucial for a
happy transition.
Psychologists call it “boundary work,”
the process of leaving the stresses of the
day behind, thinking happily about your
next stop and distracting yourself until
you get there. “Do something that makes
you happy,” says Cali Williams Yost, a
consultant on flexible workplaces and
author of “Tweak It.” It could be stopping
for an expresso, hitting the gym, or doing
an errand you want to do. One doctor
admits that he listens to celebrity gossip on
his phone during the drive home.
Since it is hard to decompress after work, why hurry home in traffic? One
advisor recommends taking a train and use relaxing to music or reading social
media instead of fighting traffic and trying to save five minutes more on your
way home. These simple entertainments replace the natural tendency to focus
on stressful experiences. Distraction equals distance. Yost says it helps to think
about the transition from work to home in three stages: leaving the workplace,
getting home, and walking through the door. Figure out what triggers negative
thoughts and feelings at each stage. Either eliminate the triggers or develop
new routines and rituals to get around them.
A feeling of confidence at the end of the workday can ward off a bad mood,
research shows. One worker builds a 30-minute buffer before leaving with no
calls or conversations.

How do you pick your snacks?

What you snack on partly depends on when and where you are. Savory
(not sweet) snacks peak at midday, according to the NPD Group. The
desire for something sweet grows after dinner and peaks at 8 p.m. More
than a third of sweet snacks are eaten after dinner. Healthier snacks are
more likely to be eaten on-the-go and away from home. More than 40
percent of snacks packed for school or work, or for in the car, are classified
as “better for you” snacks. NPD also reported that many snacks are eaten
instead of a meal or as part of a meal. At Tufts University, they say the
growth of snack foods eaten at mealtimes is driven by items already in the
house, so it’s more important to get them on the shopping list. About 50
percent of all “eating occasions” are now snacking; 21 percent of Americans
graze throughout the day.

Traumatic events come in many
forms, such as accidents, war, illness,
personal loss and violence. Everyone
wants to avoid the worst that life has to
offer, but an estimated
75 percent of people
will experience a
traumatic event in
their lifetime. They
may experience
long-term emotional
damage, but the
trauma can also be
a powerful force for
positive change.
In his new book,
“Upside: the New
Science of PostTraumatic Growth”
(an Amazon.com
5-Star book), author
Jim Rendon says posttraumatic growth
was identified by
psychologists in the
1990s. In an interview,
more than 600 survivors were asked
how the trauma had changed their lives.
Most survivors said it had negative
effects, but to the interviewers’ surprise,
a majority also reported positive life
changes. They said they had greater
inner strength, were closer to friends
and family, and they were reorienting
their lives toward more fruitful goals.
Their trauma suffering had pushed
them to change.
Growth begins with healing from
trauma, but people have the capacity
to do more than just heal. Rendon says
they can become better versions of
themselves.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Broken-heart syndrome often feels
like a heart attack, but it isn’t

“Imagination is
more important
than knowledge.
Knowledge is
limited. Imagination
encircles the world.”
Albert Einstein,
German-born
theoretical physicist

I

n spite of its name, broken-heart syndrome
isn’t usually caused by a romantic
breakup. Its technical name is takotsubo
cardiomyopathy. Cardiologists at NYU
Langone Medical Center are studying the
possible causes of the syndrome, which
resembles a heart attack, but it’s not caused by
coronary artery disease.
It generally strikes women in their 50s or
60s. Emotional or physical stress are common
triggers, but many patients don’t have them.
One woman’s attack was brought on by
excitedly watching her son play in a football
game, according to the Wall Street Journal.
A California woman was driving when she
suddenly felt her heart pounding. She pulled
over at a cafe and became intensely ill. Taken
by ambulance to a hospital, she was told she
had a heart attack, but tests proved negative.
She was under stress, planning to attend
a close friend’s funeral. She had an upper
respiratory infection and was also dealing
with upsetting plans for her son’s wedding.
Doctors say broken-heart syndrome can also
be brought on by intense joy and excitement.
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There were 6,230 cases of people in the
U.S. with the syndrome in one recent year.
Patients usually heal within days or weeks
without residual damage to the heart. But
complications can occur as well as fatalities.

“Patients usually heal within days or weeks
without residual damage to the heart.
But complications can occur”
Believing that it was linked to the
sympathetic nervous system, doctors often
prescribed beta blockers. But a recent study
published in the New England Journal of
Medicine checked hundreds of patients at 26
medical centers in Europe and America. They
say beta blockers didn’t help and those who
took them had reoccurrences.
Cardiologists welcomed their new findings.
They say focusing on the parasympathetic
side of the nervous system is shining a light
on potential explanations for the underlying
cause of takotsubo. Physicians are advising
patients to change their lifestyles in order to
avoid very stressful situations and try to be
more mindful of stress.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Should you go to a clinic, the ER,
or just back to bed?

Adults who want
teeth straightening
are going for it

W

hen you feel awful and don’t know
what to do about it, you might wonder
if you should go to the emergency
room or just back to bed. Here are some
ways to decide:
• Do I have a broken bone or do I need
stitches? Go to an urgent-care facility or
the ER immediately.
• Do I have chest pains or abdominal pain
with vomiting? Get to the emergency
room as soon as possible. These can be
signs of serious illness.
• Is my breathing so bad that I can’t walk?
It is well over-time to get treatment. Go
to the emergency room.
• Fever over 104 degrees? Get to the
emergency room.
• Sudden loss of vision (even if it
returns)? Go to an emergency room. This could indicate a stroke.
If none of these are true, ask yourself if you can wait for an appointment with
your primary care physician. If you can get an appointment quickly, it’s the best
place to go because they know your medical history.
Do I need treatment today because of my schedule? A quick-stop clinic
might be the answer. You’ll find them popping up at your pharmacy, offering
flu shots and more. At the CVS MinuteClinic, they say the clinic is a good
choice for someone who can’t get in to see their regular doctor and has a
minor ailment like sore throat. At the MinuteClinic, the nurse practitioner
says sometimes people just want advice on what to do for themselves. Patients
might feel bad, and want to know if their symptoms are serious. If it’s just a
bad cold, they can quickly leave with an over-the-counter treatment and head
back home to bed. With less-expensive urgent-care facilities and store clinics
available, it’s worth considering in advance where you should go.

World Kidney Day, March 10.
Your body’s chief filters need attention

The kidneys act as the body’s main filtering mechanism, cleansing blood
of bad nutrients, keeping good ones, and removing excess water. The
kidneys also help to control blood pressure, produce red blood cells and
keep your bones healthy. An estimated 26 million American adults have
chronic kidney disease (CKD) and millions more are at risk of getting it.
Most people don’t know their kidneys are in danger or failing until it is too
late. When symptoms finally occur – itching, fatigue, weakness, nausea and
vomiting-- it might be an advanced case. Ask your doctor if you should be
tested for kidney disease.

Growing numbers of grown-ups
are hoping to achieve the perfect
smile and bite. And
orthodontists help by
offering appliances that
are more discreet than
metal braces. Patients
seeking orthodontic
treatment are healthy,
their dental health is
good, and they want
their teeth to last the
rest of their lives.
It’s not always easy.
The mouth of an adult
has finished growing.
Teeth are more difficult
to move and may
require oral surgery
in addition to braces.
More than 1.2 million
adults in the U.S.
received orthodontic
treatment in 2012, the
last year for which
numbers are available.
By contrast, about 4.65 million
procedures were performed for patients
age 17 and younger.
Before getting braces, adults must
also make sure to clear up any gum and
periodontal disease, or they will risk
bone and soft tissue loss or tooth loss.
“Orthodontic treatment is only
possible if the gums and the bone
are healthy and stable,” says Dr. Hera
Kim-Berman, program director at the
University of Michigan. Treatment
costs for adults range from $4,800 to
$7,135, which is somewhat higher than
treatments for adolescents, according to
the American Dental Association.
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Safety group to review
how it rates cars on safety

“Never lose a chance
to say a kind word.”
William Thackeray,
19th century
English novelist

U

.S. regulators are revising the process of
assigning safety ratings to new vehicles. It
proposes to require more crash-avoidance
technologies to achieve a perfect score. And
they will update requirements for crash-test
dummies that assess performance.

“The 5-Star ratings have set the bar on
safety since it began in 1978, and
today we are raising that bar”
The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration is proposing revision of
current ratings from a single score of one
to five into a multifaceted scorecard that
includes the score on crash-avoidance systems
and a mark for pedestrian safety.
The move signals a strategic shift for the
auto-safety industry from simply measuring
what happens to vehicles during collisions
to how well vehicles can avoid accidents
in the first place. New ratings will gauge a
vehicle’s use of nine advanced technologies,
such as forward-collision warning, automatic
emergency braking and lane-departure
warning. It could encourage manufacturers
to turn often-optional but highly profitable
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safety systems into standard technology. It
would also increase the average price of a new
car. New test dummies have improved sensors
to better predict injuries.
NHSTA will include a new frontaloblique crash test to address what they
describe as a type of angled crash “that
continues to result in death and serious
injuries despite seat belt use, air bags and
crashworthy structures.”
“The 5-Star ratings have set the bar on
safety since it began in 1978, and today we
are raising that bar,” said U.S. Transportation
Secretary Anthony Foxx in a statement to the
Wall Street Journal.

Men skip the oxfords

Forget the wingtips. Men are wearing
sneakers, even to upscale meetings. At
the famed Barneys of New York, men’s
fashion experts say men can pair anything
with the new lines of leather sneakers
from sweatpants to a suit and they’ll
“look like a million bucks.” In fact, luxury
sneakers now dominate men’s footwear
sales at e-commerce sites.

OF INTEREST

Five ways to protect yourself from
consumer fraud

Major League Baseball
wants more netting
to protect fans

A

ds on television or a friendly voice
on the phone, can make a product or
proposition sound mighty tempting.
But the products often disappoint and
those friendly voices can belong to evil
scammers.

National Consumer Protection Week
March 6-12
How can you tell if you are talking to a
scammer? One thing you can do is have
some firm rules about how you deal with
people online or on the phone.
1. K
 now who you are dealing with. Is
it really your grandson on the phone
asking for money? Ask a question
about the family that he would know but a scammer wouldn’t. If you are
ordering online, read product reviews. Search for a company’s name online.
See what others say about them.
2. W
 iring money is like sending cash. You can’t get your money back. Don’t
agree to swap a check for a wire transfer. Checks take a while to clear. Wire
transfers are instant.
3. B
 e skeptical of claims of instant results. Beauty and health products are
notorious for these claims.
4. N
 ever reveal your social security number and birthdate over the
telephone, in email or on the phone. Those two pieces of information can
give a scammer all he needs to ruin your life.
5. D
 on’t play a foreign lottery. There is a reason this is illegal. If you must send
any money, for any reason, then you haven’t won anything. You will lose
your money. There will be nothing you can do about it.
Be an informed consumer; avoid scams and fraud! Visit ncpw.gov to find
out more.

The tiny table evolves

The tall but tiny French table was first seen in the 18th century and in
the last 300 years it has served various purposes. In the 1920s it became a
martini table where seated folks placed their single drink. In the 1960s and
1970s when smoking was popular, it became a free-standing ashtray. Now
designers think the martini table should be back, but it has been missing in
the marketplace, says San Francisco’s Jay Jeffers. He has created a collection
of five of them with Arteriors (arteriorshome.com). The useful auxiliaries
with a small footprint could hold a remote or a book, or hold your drink
with style, according to Tom Gavan of the Wall Street Journal.

Three weeks after a broken bat entered
the first rows of Boston’s Fenway Park
and seriously injured a fan, a similar
incident occurred at New York’s
Citi Field. In July, a
Philadelphia fan who
was watching the foul
ball and not the bat, was
struck in the chest by
the broken bat. But the
fan was struck by the
long part of the bat and
avoided injury.
Major League Baseball
now recommends
extending the netting
from dugout to dugout
in all of its 30 parks. The
decision additionally
followed a long study of
foul-ball scatter charts.
Also considered was the
increasing number of
pitchers who throw in the mid to upper
90s, which increases batted ball speed.

“Major League Baseball prides itself
on providing fans in our ballparks with
unparalleled proximity and access to our
players and the game taking place on the
field,” said Commissioner Rob Manfred.
“At the same time, it is important that
fans have the option to sit behind
protective netting or in other areas of
the ballpark where foul balls and bats are
less likely to enter.”
He says the fan experience often
centers on the dugouts, where a fan can
catch foul balls and see their favorite
players close up. Several clubs say their
stadiums are already in compliance with
the new recommendation, including the
Washington Nationals.
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Twitter may drop its 140-character rule

“You are today where
your thoughts have
brought you; you will
be tomorrow where
your thoughts take
you.”
James Allen,
British philosophical
writer

Y

ou might think that some rules are cast in
stone. You could be wrong. The word is
out about Twitter. Its 140 character limit
is up for modification. USA Today senior
technology writer Jessica Guynn says tweets
that are up to 10,000 characters are being
considered, and the change is coming soon.
“We will never lose that feeling of the
140-character tweet,” said Twitter CEO Jack
Dorsey. It has been a comforting sign of
stability in turbulent times. The new Twitter
won’t look that different from the old Twitter.
Only the first 140 characters will show up at
first glance. But a simple, click will bring the
rest of the message.
Many tweets now include links to longer
articles. Under a new system, you’ll be able
to access all those additional characters
without leaving Twitter. That’s good news
for the company, which has recently had
disappointing growth numbers. Twitter
brought back co-founder Jack Dorsey as CEO
to bring the tweet factory more momentum,
reported USA Today. Dorsey hasn’t flatly
declared the end of the 140-character limit,
but says that it’s coming.
He also made an effort to placate Twitter
fans’ love for the current limit, which requires
a discipline lacking in other parts of the
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Internet. He mentioned tactics fans use to
send longer messages. They include a rapidfire
flurry of 140-character tweetstorms. Or they
may use screenshots of longer material.

Smart apps for your phone

USA Today’s Edward C. Baig developed
this list of apps and others. He is the
author of “iPhone for Dummies.”
• I nstant Heart Rate app ($1.98) requires
that you place your finger over the
phone’s camera sensor and flash. It tells
your heart rate and keeps a record of it.
•D
 ot Measure will determine height
and distance ($1.50 for Android, free
for iPhone). It’s handy for measuring a
room, the size of your yard or whether
your sofa will fit through the door.
•G
 oogle Translate app for Android
and iPhone is free and part of the
Bing Translator app. Includes French,
German, Italian, Portuguese, Russian
and Spanish. It’s handy for reading signs.
•C
 amScanner allows you to take a picture
of any document, receipt or photo and
instantly convert it to high-quality PDF
or JPG format. It’s free for all three major
phone systems.

OF INTEREST

Companies try to create a level
playing field in hiring

How March Madness
boosts morale at work

A

re you a smarter potential-employee
if you studied at Harvard than if you
studied online? Or maybe you are a
better pick for the job if you made the
hiring manager laugh. Then there are
people who might be good if their names
were not so hard to pronounce.
All these considerations play into hiring
in the real world, even with companies and
people who want to be open-minded. Some
CEOs have realized these biases are not
only unfair, but they don’t result in the best
employees.
Enter blind hiring or blind auditions.
Here employers try to eliminate every
single consideration except quality of work.
They don’t want to know your name, see
your resume or even meet you.
One blind audition site, GapJumpers.com, hosts blind auditions for
software engineering, design, marketing, and communication. According
to site creator Petar Vujosevic, a company posts a job, and anyone at all that
wants to apply simply takes on a proposed project, probably not a simple one,
according to NPR. Instead of companies eliminating those who went to the
wrong college, for example, it is performance that wins. Employers say blind
hiring reveals true talents and results in diverse hires.
The rising interest in anonymous hiring reflects growing awareness of
unconscious bias, attitudes or stereotypes that could affect decisions. Even a
person’s name can affect how they’re viewed and subtly prompt managers to
make unfair decisions, reports the Wall Street Journal.
Tech-industry recruiter Aline Lerner saw firms ignore talented technologists
if they lacked degrees from elite schools or experience with tech giants. Lerner
quit recruiting to build Interviewing Inc., a website that pairs interviewers
with interviewees in chat rooms where they were encouraged to talk but not
share their names.

March Madness office pools

The National Law Review estimates that 50 to 60 million Americans fill
out bracket sheets, and those numbers are rising. In most office pools,
there is a point system to determine the winner. The most commonly used
system has one point for the first round, two points for the second, three
points for the third, four points for the fourth, six points for the fifth and
10 points for the sixth round. If companies do it right, they can foster good
will from and among employees. Employees can tell their friends they
work for a company that made March Madness fun for them.

A study by outplacement firm
Challenger, Gray & Christmas shows
that while the NCAA Tournament
might produce a loss in productivity
on March 2 and 4, companies shouldn’t
crack down on employees for watching
it. Firm chief executive
John A. Challenger says:
“It’s unlikely that a few
days of March Madness
distraction will impact
the company’s bottom
line. Taking the hard
line on office pools and
online streaming could
have a dramatic effect on
the bottom line if it leads
to increased turnover
or causes employees
to become disengaged,
which will only lower
both the quality and
quantity of work output.”

A Purdue University
professor says watching
the NCAA Tournament
is more beneficial than
a distraction. There are five reasons why
watching the tournament is beneficial
rather than just a distraction to a business.
• Basketball provides a way for employees
to observe teamwork. It shows that a
company or a team can’t win the game if
one person tries to score all the points.
• As in business, basketball games
provide lessons in leadership.
• Watching shifts in leads can show how
quickly fortunes can turn. How a team
handles it tells a lot about mental and
physical toughness.
• Experts say creativity and innovation
are more likely to occur when
employees collaborate and have fun.
• Seeing sportsmanship and fair play on
the court can be an example of ethics.
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Have a terrific visit with an older loved one

“Attitudes control
our lives. Attitudes
are a secret power
working 24 hours a
day, for good or bad.
It is of paramount
importance that we
know how to harness
and control this
great force.”
Tom Blandi,
famous hair stylist
and hair product
developer

M

any people, unsure of what to say to an
older loved one, make brief visits to those
in assisted living, rehab facilities, or nursing
homes. Depending on the situation, a brief visit
might be essential. But sometimes a little longer,
more intimate, visit can relieve loneliness.

over 75 have hearing trouble. Turn off the radio
or other background noise. Keep your faces
at about the same level. Many people rely on
lip reading to help follow a conversation. Pay
attention to your nonverbal communication.
Turn off your phone and be present.

Here are some of the tips for uplifting visits
given by Paula Spencer Scott at Caring.com:

Bring props. You can take off some of the
“performance” pressure you might feel in
making conversation by bringing along a
helping hand. Examples: Some favorite or
seasonal music (and something to play it on
if needed). Pictures of your loved one with
the family can be very enjoyable. Avoid tons
of photos of people your loved one has never
met – unless these are requested.

Set your feelings aside as a gift to your loved
one. Focus on enriching part of your relative’s
or friend’s day at a difficult time of life. Focus
on the person inside. That’s who you want to
connect with. He or she is still there, even if
the outer package has changed considerably.
It can help to look into the person’s eyes. They
are the “window to the soul.”
Time your visit with care. Many frail elders
have the most energy and alertness in the
morning or right after a midday meal. Call
ahead to ask if you’re unsure about a good
visiting time.
Greet your loved one warmly. Make eye
contact, give a warm hug or gently hold a hand
(remember that arthritis can make handshaking
painful), then sit down to talk at eye level.
Tweak your communication style. Raise your
voice slightly if needed. About half of those
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Students like logic puzzles

People often think of math as something
scary and puzzles as something fun.
Puzzles such as Sudoku and Kakuro
involve the logical thinking required
in math, but without the pain. Sudoku
genuinely uses no addition or subtraction
and can be played with numbers or letters.
Kakuro takes puzzles to another level by
combining both the logic of Sudoku with a
(mild) exercise in addition.

OF INTEREST

College athletes hoverboard, but the
dangers are known

SUVs made 2015 the
best sales year ever

hey are blamed for hundreds of visits
to emergency rooms, banned from
airplanes for bursting into flames,
and no longer sold at some stores. Better
described as self-balancing electric
scooters, they’re part Segway, part
skateboard and called hoverboards, even
though they don’t hover.

In 2015, automakers sold 17.47
million vehicles, according to Autodata.
It bested what Kelly Blue Book reported
as the previous record of 17.35 million
in 2000. Low gas prices, cheap credit,
low unemployment, high consumer
confidence and good weather brought
a rush of buyers into showrooms in
December.

T

They’re a popular challenge for their
new owners and particularly with college
athletes. Many players acknowledge
that they own one, and others have used
someone else’s. They are really $350
electric skateboards. College athletic
directors quoted in USA Today say there
is a virtual inevitability that some highprofile college athlete is going to have a
hoverboard accident that could end his
season, or end his or her sports career.
A recent round of hoverboard-related horror stories has caught the attention
of some players who rushed to buy one. Michigan State football receiver R.J.
Shelton says, “They’re fun, but obviously a danger. I didn’t want to have to say,
Yeah, I was on a hoverboard and fell.” He doesn’t want to get hurt. Michigan State
safety Montae Nicholson uses his to get around campus at about six mph. He says
there is the injury factor, but once you get the hang of it, it’s pretty easy to keep
your balance. You lean forward to go forward or lean backward, or to the left or
the right to go in that direction. It depends on where you put foot pressure.
Easy. But as many emergency room patients will tell you, you have to be
endowed with good coordination, and be paying attention, not goofing off. Put
all that together, and there’s a chance that you won’t end up in the hospital. That
includes many parents.

Virtual reality headsets might
become as common as smartphones

The VRs got star billing at this year’s Consumer Electronics Show.
Facebook’s Oculus Rift headset, its first retail model, begins shipping
in April. HTC’s rival system, the Vive is also due out in April. The price
is $599 for the Rift, but the headsets require an expensive graphics
card. Oculus says computers working with major VR headsets should
have Nvidia’s top-of-the-line graphics card. But only one percent of the
1.43 billion active desktops and laptops have the pricey card. Other VR
hardware developers include Apple, Google, Microsoft, Amazon and
Samsung. Among the content providers: YouTube, Netflix and ESPN.

Consumers
continued their flight
from less-lucrative
cars into crossovers,
sport-utility vehicles
and pickups amid
low gasoline prices.
At 13.9 percent of
market share, the
small SUV segment
is now the largest
category of vehicles
in the United States.
It is followed by small
cars and midsize cars
at 13.7 percent each,
according to Kelly Blue
Book. Quoted in USA
Today, AutoTrader.
com analyst Michelle
Krebs said, “There’s no
end in sight to those trends.”
In December, General Motors had
a 5.7 percent increase in sales, Ford
Motor saw an 8.3 percent boost, and
Fiat Chrysler sales rose 12.6 percent,
according to Autodata. Tesla Motors
doubled sales during the month and sold
23,650 of its luxury electric cars in the
U.S. for the year.
Among Asian makers, Toyota saw a
10.3 percent increase for the month, but
it posted only a 5.3 percent increase for
the year. Honda was at 9.9 percent, and
Nissan at 8.7 percent.
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SENIOR LIVING

Get up, get dressed and get out:
save your own life and enjoy doing it

“There are seven
days in a week . . .
and Someday is not
one of them.”
Author unknown

I

f you’re in a place in your life where good
friends have moved away or passed on, and
a time when you have lost your spouse or
favorite family members, you may begin to
have one of the most serious health problems
associated with aging. Loneliness. It could
literally make you sick, and dealing with it can
be difficult. But you should know that you are
still in control of your health and longevity.

“Even reaching out and visiting online
can have a big health benefit”
Loneliness can bring the same health
risks as smoking, obesity and lack of
exercise, according to the University of
Chicago’s Center for Cognitive and Social
Neuroscience. Don’t be intimidated by the long
name. It’s just about being in contact with other
people, whether in groups or individually. Even
reaching out and visiting online can have a big
health benefit, and you can do it in spite of any
health condition you might have.
Seeing people in person is the most
effective way to fight loneliness. So go to
lunch with a family member. Visit and meet
people at the senior center where you might
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even find people you already know and enjoy
visiting with them. And if you have trouble
getting around, many senior centers will pick
you up or arrange transportation.
Organizations need your help and will
appreciate getting it. Older adults who volunteer
some of their time report feeling healthier and
happier. Libraries, hospitals, senior centers
and schools always need help. If you live alone,
getting going is even more important. Be sure to
take part in family traditions or make time for
family members or old friends.
So get up, get dressed and get out. You could
save your own life or just make it more fun.

How to prevent styes

Make a habit of keeping your hands clean
and not touching or rubbing your eyes.
Use a cotton ball to clean your eyelids
daily with diluted baby shampoo. Or use
an over-the-counter lid scrub. Always
remove eye makeup before going to bed.
Never use eye makeup the is more than
four to six months old. Disinfect contact
lenses and wash your hands before putting
them in and taking them out.

SENIOR LIVING

How you view yourself has an impact
on your well-being

R

emember the story of the little train going
up a big hill. It kept saying, “I think I can,
I think I can,” and it did. Psychologists
at Olin College of Engineering in
Needham, MA, say we all create narratives
and valuations of ourselves. The way we
construct these stories has a large impact on
us. It’s much more complicated than simply
“look on the bright side of life.”

Reverse mortgages have long been
regarded as risky, last resort choices
for cash-strapped retirees. They don’t
require repayment while you’re still
living in the house.

Individuals who view themselves, their
capabilities and attitudes in positive ways can
create self-fulfilling stories. For example, when
they construct a work story that includes
enthusiasm, dedication and good work, they
are likely to have these qualities. Or they are
more likely to develop them. Having a positive
life story counts. In one study, researchers asked adults to tell their life stories,
then recorded and transcribed them. They looked for four features.
• Subjects felt they were able to influence and respond to events in life.
• They felt connected to others, such as friends and co-workers.
• They told of good things going bad.
• They took a negative experience and found some positive outcome.
Those whose stories had higher levels of influence, connection and the
ability to find good in bad experiences had higher levels of life and work
satisfaction. You tell your own story and have a choice in how the story plays
out. Understand that you can change your story whenever you want. When
you include more good spin stories, you’ll be able to add more of them in the
future. Respect yourself.

Five ways to keep your memory sharp

New reverse mortgages
can be a useful source
of cash in retirement

It’s really no surprise, and you might have guessed what researchers
recommend – the best ways to prevent cognitive impairment and
memory problems is to do what you should be doing. Researchers in the
most prestigious hospitals and health organizations say these common
recommendations will help you keep your body and mind in good
condition. They aren’t a proven prescription for preventing cognitive
decline, but definitely reduce your risk. Eat a healthful diet, one that
contains fruits, vegetables, dairy, meat and fish. Stay active, exercise can
improve the efficiency of brain, particularly activities associated with
memory. Watch your weight, the heavier you are, the more likely it is
that you will develop Alzheimer’s disease. Flex your brain, have brainstimulating activities such as reading, playing cards, working puzzles. Stay
social, do it as much as you can to keep your brain healthy.

Today’s new products are safe and
have a good reputation as governmentbacked loans. Economists like Nobelist
Robert Merton have endorsed them,
especially as a source of emergency
funds. Here’s what you need to know
about a reverse mortgage.
• Age is a factor. You have to be at least
62 to get a reverse mortgage. Formally
known as a Home Equity Conversion
Mortgage, it can amount to 50 percent
to 70 percent of your home’s value,
depending on your age. The older you
are and the more equity you have in
the house, the more you can get. Visit
reversemortgage.org to estimate your
borrowing limit.
• Your cost to set it up. They’re more
expensive to set up than simple lines of
credit. The cost can be $5,000 or more.
The initial insurance premium is 0.5
percent of a home’s value.
• You can take the money as a monthly
payment, lump sum, or line of credit
to tap as needed. Financial planners
say the line of credit is the best option.
Interest rates are about the same as on
a regular HELOC (Home Equity Line
of Credit). You pay interest only on
the amount you have used.
• Your spouse is protected. A nonborrowing spouse can stay in the
home as long as it’s his or her primary
residence, even if the spouse is too
young to be a borrower.
• You still have to pay property taxes
and homeowner’s insurance.
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Find the 10 . . . and Win 25

F

ind the 10 things that are different between the two
pictures above, then fax or email your answers to us and
your submission will go into a drawing for a $25 Gift
Certificate to Carolina Brothers, Blue Ridge Grill or Ford’s
Fish Shack. Answers will appear in our next gam|mag
along with the name of the certificate winner.
Fax or email your submission to 703.450.5311
or gammag@gamweregood.com
Please include your name, phone number and/or email
address. All entries must be submitted by March 15, 2016.
Name:__________________________________________________
Company:______________________________________________
Phone:__________________________________________________
Email:__________________________________________________

Your 10 Finds
1._______________________________________
2._______________________________________
3._______________________________________
4._______________________________________
5._______________________________________
6._______________________________________
7._______________________________________
8._______________________________________
9._______________________________________
10._______________________________________

Which certificate would you like?

❏ Carolina Brothers
❏ Blue Ridge Grill ❏ Ford’s Fish Shack
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Puzzle Meter easy

difficult

21593 Jesse Court, Dulles, VA 20166
Ph. 703.404.8800 • Fax 703.404.2232
www.DullesGolf.com
Conveniently located 4 miles North of Dulles
Airport behind Sam’s Club and Walmart. 1
block from Atlantic Blvd. & Severn Way.

™

Enjoy Delicious New England
Style Seafood!
Ashburn

South Riding

44260 Ice Rink Plaza #101
Ashburn, VA 20147
P: 571.918.4092
F: 571.918.4096

25031 Riding Plaza #150
Chantilly, VA 20152
P: 703.542.7520
F: 703.542.6931

Congratulations!!! To Last Issue’s Winner.
Takisha Payne of Maryland & Virginia Milk Producers won the
Find the 10. She chose a Ford’s Fish Shack gift card as her prize.
1. Blue bottle by the blue cage on shelf
2. One red bucket, one orange bucket
3. Flower branches of of the F&L flower pots
4. One extra plate in the plate cabinet
5. Different amount of bottles under table
6. Two bagel/bread baskets vs one bagel/bread basket on counter
7. Two different window views
8. One chocolate tin box and one vanilla tin box vs two chocolate tin boxes
9. One cupcake on the plate on the table vs two cupcakes on the plate
10. Two different rolling pin sizes
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